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§ 8.02 Persons and Transactions Covered by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

 
 
Coverage by the FDCPA is largely determined by the definition of "debt collector."n1 That definition is lengthy and incorporates three other terms, also defined in the Act--"consumer," "debt," and "creditor."n2 This makes coverage questions the most complex area of the FDCPA.
 
The Act generally applies to collection agencies, attorneys, creditors using a false name, creditors collecting for another person, certain activities of repossession companies, suppliers or designers of deceptive forms, purchasers of debt after default, debt poolers (for profit), and check "guarantee" services.
 
The Act may not require compliance of any person who does not "regularly" engage in debt collection. The Act applies only to "debts" which arise out of consumer not business transactions.
 
 Generally excluded are creditors (collecting their own debts)--retail stores, banks, finance companies, etc.; assignees (before default)--car finance companies, banks, etc.; government employees, business debts, and nonprofit credit counseling services.
 
A purchaser of a debt in default is a debt collector under the FDCPA, not an exempt creditor.n3
[1] Persons Who Must Comply as Debt Collectors  
[a] Any Person Whose Principal Business Is Collecting Debts Is a "Debt Collector."
 
The term "debt collector" means any person who uses any instrumentality of interstate commerce or the mails in any business the principal purpose of which is the collection of any debts.n4
 
This phrase and the one following it provide the general language defining members of the class "debt collector," the term triggering most provisions of the Act. Since nearly all collectors use a telephone or the mails in their business, the limiting requirement of this part of the definition is that the collector's principal business purpose must be to collect consumer obligations.
 
Under the foregoing definition, most debt collection agencies and their employees are covered by the FDCPA, whether or not they own the debts they collect. Collection lawyers may be covered by this phrase as well as the following phrase in the Act. A collection agency's collection law firm is a debt collector, and the collection agency may be liable for the firm's FDCPA violations.n5 The definition may cover flat-rate debt collectors (companies hired by a creditor for a flat fee simply to mail debtors letters requesting payment directly to the creditor) and credit counselors who, for a profit, arrange for payment of consumers' debts. It may cover a check guarantee service.
[b] Any Person Who Regularly Collects Debts Owed to Another Is a "Debt Collector."
 
The term "debt collector" means any person who regularly collects or attempts to collect, directly or indirectly, debts owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another.n6
 
The persons covered by this language overlap to a great extent those covered by the preceding phrase defining "debt collector." Many collectors are brought in, however, who are not covered by the preceding phrase. These include collectors who partly engage in a business other than collecting debts (e.g., extending credit, practice of law or credit reporting).n7 Ownership of the debt is not necessarily determinative of coverage.n8
[c] Creditors Using False Names Are "Debt Collectors."n9 
 
Creditors are generally exempt from FDCPA coverage.n10 This sentence of the FDCPA makes a creditor subject to the Act when it uses a name other than its own which suggests the involvement of a third-party collector, poses as a collection agency, or uses a third party's name in its collection efforts. The creditor may also become subject to the Act with its in-house lawyer who collects on letterhead suggesting that it is from a separate law office.n11 A creditor does not run afoul of this provision by referring a customer to its internal loan counseling department.n12
[d] Repossession and Foreclosure Companies Are Treated as "Debt Collectors" Under Some Circumstances
 
For the purpose of section 1692f(6) of this title,n13 such term ["debt collector'] also includes any person who uses any instrumentality of interstate commerce or the mails in any business the principal purpose of which is the enforcement of security interests.n14 This sentence contained in the definition of "debt collector" subjects repossession companies and others whose principal business is enforcing security interests to the FDCPA's proscriptionn15 of specific unfair or unconscionable means of enforcing security interests.
 
Because the 15 U.S.C. section 1692f(6) proscriptions only apply if nonjudicial means are being used, security interest enforcers are constrained by this phrase only if they resort to self-help repossession, nonjudicial foreclosure, or other out-of-court enforcement tactics as opposed to replevin or similar judicial proceedings.n16
 
Some courts have split on the application of other provisions of the FDCPA to non-judicialn17 and judicial foreclosure.n18
 
In 2006 the Fourth and Fifth Circuits independently came to the conclusion that foreclosure lawyers may come under the general definition of debt collector subject to all of the FDCPA requirements. In Wilson v. Draper & Goldberg, P.L.L.C.,n19 the Fourth Circuit held that the FDCPA applies to lawyers conducting a deed of trust foreclosure, at least when the lawyers tell the debtor how much must be paid to reinstate the mortgage. The court rejected all three of the foreclosure lawyers' arguments: (1) because they were engaging in a foreclosure, no "debt" as defined by the Act was involved; (2) they were exempt as "fiduciaries;" and (3) as enforcers of a security interest, they were only required to comply with the requirements of 15 U.S.C. § 1692f(6). A dissenting opinion argued that the debt collectors should have fallen within the exemption for fiduciaries.
 
The court found two bases to reject the argument that there was no debt involved. First, the court rejected several decisionsn20 that held that merely enforcing a security interest did not involve an obligation to pay money; to the contrary, following the Third Circuit's reasoning in Piper v. Portnoff Law Assocs. that the FDCPA may apply to in rem proceedings, the court held that the underlying mortgage was a qualifying transaction involving the loan of money. Second, the court pointed out that the collection attorneys in any event had sought payment of money in this case by writing the homeowner stating how much was to be paid to reinstate the mortgage.
 
The Fifth Circuit reached the same result in Kaltenbach v. Richards, a pro se case, without referring to the Fourth Circuit decision.n21 The Fifth Circuit looked at the breadth of FDCPA definition of debt collector and held that the complaint's allegation that the foreclosure attorney was a "debt collector" engaged in "collection activities" sufficed to state a claim against the foreclosure attorney for failing to provide the notice of debt validation rights. The foreclosure attorney argued that the last sentence of the definition of debt collector limited its compliance obligation to only the requirements of section 1692f(6). The Fifth Circuit rejected that construction and deferred to the Federal Trade Commission's interpretation that an enforcer of security interests could be subject to all the requirements of the FDCPA, not just section 1692f(6).n22 The Fifth Circuit pointed out that any other interpretation would make the FDCPA's convenient venue requirement for foreclosure in section 1692i superfluous, violating an important principal of statutory construction.
 
Finally, the Fifth Circuit noted that the focus of the key definition of "debt collector" is "regular" collection activities, not the specific foreclosure activities, of the foreclosing attorney. If the foreclosure attorney regularly seeks or obtains payments from the consumer, it would be subject to all the requirements of the FDCPA, even if it was not seeking payment at the time of the FDCPA violation in the particular case.
 
The overwhelming majority of foreclosures result in payment of the mortgage through refinancing or the homeowner's sale of the home before the foreclosure sale, or the reinstatement of the mortgage after payments, rather than foreclosure of the mortgage.n23 This strongly suggests that foreclosure attorneys are regularly collecting debts while they pursue foreclosure.
[e] Flat Rate Collectors or Others Supplying Forms That Misrepresent Extent That They or Another Is Involved in Collecting a Debt Violate the Act
 
This sectionn24 is the only proscription of the Act not limited to "debt collectors." Even individuals specifically excluded from the FDCPA definition of "debt collector," e.g., creditors, are liable for violations of this section.
[i] Extent of Participation in the Collection Process
 
There is no set minimum level of sufficient participation in the collection of a debt to take a flat-rate or any other collector outside the proscription of section 1692j.
[ii] Lawyers Must Review File Before Signing Collection Letter
 
By implication, a letter on a lawyer's letterhead would imply greater participation than a letter on a collection agency's letterhead because of the stronger remedies usually pursued by attorneys. If an attorney, for example, supplied form letters to a creditor or collection agency and did not otherwise participate in the collection efforts in the manner implied by the letters, he or she violates this section.n25
[f] Lawyers Regularly Collecting Consumer Debts Must Now Comply With All FDCPA Provisions
[i] 1986 Attorney Amendment        
  
An attorney who regularly collects consumer debts is subject to all provisions of the FDCPA.n26 Even in-house counsel collecting a debt for his or her employer may be covered if he or she sends collection letters that are designed to make the debtor believe that a private attorney has intervened.n27
[ii] Scope of FDCPA Attorney Coverage
 
The definition of "debt collector" includes any attorney "who regularly collects or attempts to collect, directly or indirectly, [consumer] debts owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another."n28 The key to the breadth of this definition is the concept of engaging in collection activities "regularly." An attorney meets the "regularly" test if the attorney engages in debt collection in more than isolated instances, if it is a minor but regular part of the attorney's practice, or if the attorney collects debts more than a few times in a year. An attorney who very seldom collects debts is not covered.n29
 
The Second Circuit found in Goldstein n30 that a lawyer issuing 145 notices demanding delinquent rent in a twelve-month period as part of an ongoing relationship with a landlord was "regularly" collecting debt as required to be covered by the FDCPA despite the collection work constituting less than.5% of his revenues. The court reviewed five factors: the number, frequency, and pattern of collection communications; staff and systems assigned to collections work; and an ongoing relationship with the creditor.n31 The court also noted that a law firm's marketing of collection services would also weigh in favor of finding regularity.
 
The Goldstein decision is significant as it joins the Fifth Circuitn32 in rejecting a line of decisions that focuses on the law firm's debt collection cases or revenues as a portion of its total cases or revenues, rather than looking at the whole picture including the number of collection cases handled.n33 Other courts find ninety collection cases in five months or four percentn34 of the caseload sufficient to meet the regularity test but not just twenty-threen35 or thirty-fiven36 collection cases in one year or so.
 
The FDCPA's legislative history elaborates on what was meant by "regularly": "The requirement that debt collection be done regularly would exclude a person who collects a debt for another in an isolated instance, but would include those who collect for others in the regular course of business."n37
 
In contrast, the Sixth Circuit held that a collection lawyer must be substantially involved in debt collection work to be covered by the FDCPA. The Sixth Circuit inferred that the removal from the FDCPA of a broad exemption for attorneys in 1986 raised the threshold from "more than isolated instances of collection" and "in the regular course of business" to a requirement of "substantial" attorney debt collection for coverage to take effect.n38
[iii] Issues Unique to Attorney Debt Collectors
[A] Venue Provision
 
The venue provision requires that debt collectors bring suit only in the district where the consumer signed the contract upon which the suit is based or where the consumer resides.n39 Actions to enforce an interest in real property may be brought only where the property is located.n40 Any less protective state law venue provision is preempted.n41
[B] Communications With Third Parties
 
The Act's limitations on communication with third parties raise special issues in the context of discovery and post-judgment proceedings. However, the FDCPA contemplates the need to deal with third parties during litigation.n42
[C] Notice of Validation Rights
 
As a result of amendments to the FDCPA years apart, the initial notice of validation rights and of the debt collection purposen43 need not be made until later if the first communication by a collection attorney to a consumer is a formal pleading. In that situation the notice of the consumer's debt validation rights must be sent in the initial communication after any formal pleading. This is likely to be in the collection attorney's conversations with the consumer about the validity of the claim against the consumer or regarding payment of the claim or judgment. Because the later event triggering the debt validation notice may not be readily anticipated by the debt collector's system, it may be safer to provide the debt validation and the debt collection warning in a pre-suit demand letter encouraging the airing of disputes before suit. This helps assure that the collection suit is the collection device of last, rather than first, resort.
[D] Other Pitfalls to Avoid
 
Most of the practices forbidden by the FDCPA have long been prohibited by ethical standards applicable to attorneys. Violation of these ethical standards may now lead to the consumer's recovery of FDCPA actual and statutory damages and attorney fees.
 
Collection attorneys should avoid these other common trouble areas:   
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 Threatening to sue when there is no intention or ability to do so;
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 Misrepresenting the source of the collection letter or the attorney's involvement (by allowing a collection agency to send out a demand letter over the name of an attorney);n44
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 Imposing specious deadlines;
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 Misleading representations as to the effect of litigation;
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 Filing suit other than in the court permitted by 15 U.S.C. section 1692.
[iv] Attorney Liable for Allowing Signature to Appear on Collection Letters Without Reviewing File
 
 15 U.S.C. section 1692e(3) prohibits misrepresenting that "any communication is from an attorney." Where an attorney exercised no control or supervision over a debt collection letter, the appearance of his name and signature on a letter would violate 15 U.S.C. sections 1692e and 1692e(10).n45
 
A Seventh Circuit decision revisits the issue of how much involvement is sufficient for a collection lawyer to sign his name to a collection letter without misrepresenting that he is involved as a lawyer in the collection of the debt. The decision builds on prior decisions of the court, and finds a lawyer's cursory information about individual GM credit cards insufficient to make a legal judgment that there was a legitimate claim to pursue. The court found that the collection attorney did not make a "considered, professional judgment" that individual consumers were delinquent and were candidates for legal action or that the dunning letter should be sent to them. Factors showing lack of attorney involvement were:
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 The creditor made the decision about which consumers should receive the letters.
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 The creditor did not provide sufficient information about the account for the collection lawyer to reach an independent, professional judgment about liability and collectibility.
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 The use of the same form letter in every case and the great volume of accounts to which it was sent reinforced the finding that there was no use of professional judgment.
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 The collection lawyer's role in dealing with responses to the letter was not more than ministerially referring most of them back to creditor. He had no authority to negotiate payments or settle the debt. 
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 The collection lawyer's flat fee of $2.45 per letter suggested that he was not being paid by the creditor for his legal judgment but rather for the marquee value of his name.
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 The collection lawyer was not ever authorized to file suit for the creditor.n46
[v] Second Circuit Allows Lawyer to Dun and Disclose Before Reviewing Claim
 
In a decision that will give a big boost to the amount of junk mail consumers get, the Second Circuit, in Greco v. Trauner, Cohen & Thomas,n47 allowed a lawyer to send mass-mailed duns before making any evaluation of the legal merits of a claim as long as the lawyer clearly discloses to the consumer that the lawyer has not reviewed the claim. The court reasoned that even an unsophisticated consumer would not be misled where the collector's disclosure was clear and there was nothing in the letter to suggest the sender was actually acting in the capacity of a lawyer.
 
With no struggle, the court distinguished its prior decisions in Clomon n48 and Miller n49 finding deception when a lawyer sent a dun without being involved in evaluating the legality of the claim. The court was able to build on hedging language in the Miller decision:

[T]he use of an attorney's signature implies--at least in the absence of language to the contrary--that the attorney signing the letter formed an opinion about how to manage the case of the debtor to whom the letter was sent.n50   

 
The court distinguished Clomon and Miller based on the disclaimer, the lack of any language in the letter conflicting with the disclaimer, and the lack of any signature on the letter. The Clomon and Miller dunning letters contained strong requests for payment, facsimile signatures, and no disclaimers. In this case there was a clear disclosure, only a request the consumer call the law firm, the debt validation rights notice, and the law firm's name typed on the signature line.
[vi] FDCPA and Lawyers' Ethical Obligations Intertwine
 
Concepts of unfairness for FDCPA purposes can be established by the American Bar Association's Code of Professional Responsibility or the state bar association's equivalent and its predecessors.
[A] Lawyers' Collection Letters Must Avoid False Threat of Suit
 
There can be little doubt that a letter from an attorney inherently conveys the impression that litigation is imminent. This impression is false if the attorney does not in fact have the authority and intention to promptly bring suit. In that case, this can be an ethical violation.
 
A collection letter may mislead even further by implying that a lawsuit has already been filed against the debtor. An American Bar Association ethical opinion condemned a collection letter that simulated legal process because, "unless carefully read, [it] will create the false impression that suit has been filed."n51
 
The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act prohibits false or misleading representations, but also prohibits false or misleading implications.n52
[B] Interstate Collection Letters Must Avoid Misrepresenting Lawyer's Authority to Sue
 
A lawyer who sends a collection letter into a state in which he or she is not admitted to practice, without disclosing that fact, may violate the FDCPA.n53 The failure to disclose the states in which the lawyer is admitted to practice is a deceptive omission.
[C] Representing Only Part of the Effects of Suit Is Deceptive
 
A demand letter can be deceptive if it fails to mention that post-judgment remedies include exemptions and due process protections: a judgment debtor is entitled to notice, and some of his or her property is safeguarded by exemption statutes. Without these qualifications, the mention of post-judgment remedies in an attorney's letter is misleading, can cause undue concern, and violates the FDCPA.n54
[D] Intermingling Activities of Collection Agency and Attorney May Be Unlawful   
 
Collection agencies and lawyers that work together must take care that their roles are kept separate. Consumers should not be confused about whether a collection letter is from the attorney or the collection agency. Misrepresentation of the source of a document is specifically prohibited by the FDCPA. n55 The FDCPA also specifically prohibits the false representation or implication "that any communication is from an attorney."n56
 
The FTC takes the position that it is deceptive for a collection agency to send a letter under an attorney's letterhead without the attorney's supervision.n57 This has also been found to be an ethical violation. 
[g] FDCPA Applies to Debt Buyers   
 
The FDCPA covers debt buyers who engage in debt collection activities.n58 In Federal Trade Comm'n v. Check Investors, Inc., n59 the Third Circuit held that it is immaterial that the defendants actually owned the debt they were trying to collect; that did not make them creditors under the Act. The focus must be on ''whether a debt was in default when acquired to determine the status of 'creditor' vs. 'debt collector.' ''n60 This reinforces the case law on the FDCPA's applicability to the growing number of debt buyers. One court held that the debt buyer's parent company was also a debt collector since the facts showed that the parent was ''thoroughly enmeshed in the debt collection business'' and ''a significant participant in the debt collection process.n61 The seminal decision on the coverage of debt buyers is Kimber v. Federal Fin. Corp. n62 The coverage of a debt buyer that delegates all of the actual debt collection work depends on the nature and level of its involvement with the collection entity.  
[2] New Coverage of Collection of Federal Income Taxes by Collection Agencies
 
In 2004 Congress extended new protections to taxpayers when it enacted a new law that allows the Internal Revenue Service to hire private debt collection agencies to collect federal tax debts from financially distressed families.n63 The new law provides that "[t]he provisions of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act shall apply to any qualified tax collection contract."n64 The FDCPA does not apply, however, to the extent superseded by (1) the FDCPA-like prohibitions already in the tax code, (2) tax code restrictions on contact with third parties, and (3) "any other provision" of the tax code.n65 In other words, private tax collectors must comply with the FDCPA except where the tax code specifies conflicting duties.
 
As part of this new law, Congress specifically created a private cause of action against a debt collector who recklessly, intentionally, or negligently disregards any provision of the tax code or any regulation under it.n66 The taxpayer has the right to bring suit in federal court for "actual, direct economic damages," with a cap of $1,000,000 ($100,000 in the case of negligence), plus costs.n67 Unlike suits where the misdeeds are committed by IRS employees, the plaintiff need not exhaust administrative remedies. However, the new law insulates the IRS from any misconduct by the private collection, permitting suit to be brought against the private tax collector only, not against the United States.n68
 
It is also clear that private collectors are liable for common law torts committed in the course of collecting tax debts. The new law explicitly provides that the civil remedy it creates "shall not be an exclusive remedy."n69 It also appears that the taxpayer should be able to assert a claim under the FDCPA against the collector. While the new law says that the FDCPA shall apply to the contract, the legislative history shows that Congress meant by this language that provisions of the FDCPA "apply to the private debt collection company."n70 It is reasonable to interpret the new law as applying the FDCPA in full, including its private cause of action, to private tax collectors. The enactment of this language also suggests that Congress disagrees with the courts that have construed the term "debt" in the FDCPA narrowly as not to applying to tax debts.n71 The IRS expects to have private debt collectors collecting account in early 2007.
[3] Persons Specifically Excluded From the Term "Debt Collector."
 
Because "debt collector" is the principal triggering term for all but one n72 of the FDCPA's requirements, the ten exclusions from the term shield exempted individuals from most provisions of the Act.
[a] Creditors' Employees Collecting in the Name of the Creditor Are Specifically Excluded
 
This sectionn73 excludes from most FDCPA requirements a creditor's in-house collectors who use the creditor's true business name.n74 Creditors lose their exemption if they use a false name that indicates a separate debt collector is involved.n75 Even if they used the creditor's true business name, however, they may be covered if their collection contacts were designed to make the debtor believe that an independent collector had intervened.n76 By implication, creditor corporations collecting their own debts in their own name are also excluded because they can only act through their employees and officers. While a creditor may be responsible for its collection agencies' violations of state law, the weight of authority is that the FDCPA does not impose vicarious liability on FDCPA exempt creditors for their collection agencies' FDCPA violations.n77
[b] A Commonly Owned or Affiliated Corporate Collector Collecting Only for Its Affiliates Is Specifically Excluded if It Is Not Principally a Debt Collector
 
This exceptionn78 applies to debts transferred from one corporate affiliate or commonly owned organization to another, so long as the transferee is not principally a debt collector and collects transferred debts only for corporate affiliates.n79 One finance company branch, for example, may transfer a debt to a corporate affiliate in another city or state because the consumer owing the debt has moved, without falling outside this exclusion.
 
This section does not exclude from coverage unaffiliated companies transferring debts n80 or companies whose principal business is debt collection, regardless of their affiliation with the transferring entities. Nor does the exclusion apply where the transferee failed to disclose its relationship to the original creditor, leading the consumer to believe that a third party was now pursuing collection of the debt.
[c] State and Federal Officials Performing Their Duties Are Specifically Excluded
 
The exclusionn81 applies only to local government, state,n82 or federal employees and only if their attempts to collect particular debts are within their official duties. It does not apply to a private collection agency hired to collect debts for a state or federal agency.n83
 
A collection agency running a criminal bad check diversion program was denied its motion for summary judgment claiming exemption.n84
[d] Process Servers Are Specifically Excluded
 
This exclusionn85 applies, for example, to a sheriff serving a subpoena upon a witness to appear in an action for debt. It only applies while the process server is actually serving process in connection with a suit on a debt.
[e] Bona Fide Nonprofit Consumer Credit Counselors Are Specifically Excluded
 
Most cities have nonprofit counseling services or adjustment bureaus established and maintained by major credit extenders. These organizations commonly accept referrals of financially distressed consumers and help consumers arrange out-of-court plans to pay their creditors in an orderly fashion. To qualify for the exclusion, the counseling agency must be nonprofit, must engage in such service in good faith, and must receive and distribute payments, as well as provide financial counseling.n86
[f] Persons Collecting Debts as Part of Bona Fide Fiduciary or Escrow Arrangements Are Specifically Excluded
 
This sectionn87 excludes the above-named activities when practiced by bank trust departments, escrow companies, and other bona fide fiduciaries. Two decisions held a student loan guarantee agency was exempt under this provision because of the federal requirements for the agency's handling of reserve funds in a fiduciary manner.n88 In the Fourth Circuit, foreclosure attorneys argued that, because they were the substitute trustee of the deed of trust,n89 they were exempt as a fiduciary under 15 U.S.C. § 1692a(6)(F)(i). The court held that the defendant did not fall within the FDCPA fiduciary exemption since "actions to foreclose on a property pursuant to a deed of trust are not 'incidental' to its fiduciary obligation. Rather, they are central to it."n90
[g] An Extender of Credit Collecting on Behalf of Another a Debt It Originally Extended Is Specifically Excluded
 
This section n91 excludes from the general coverage of the Act a credit extender's collection (in its own name) of a debt that it originally extended and then sold or assigned to another creditor while remaining responsible for some or all aspects of collection. 
[h] Persons Collecting Debts Not in Default When Obtained Are Specifically Excludedn92 
 
The Senate report emphasized the application of this section to "mortgage service companies and others who service outstanding debts for others, so long as the debts were not in default when taken for servicing. ..."n93 This exempts servicers of mortgages,n94 student loans,n95 rental agreements,n96 utility bills,n97 medical debts,n98 and other consumer transactionsn99 if they obtained the debt before default.
 
This exemption was not available to a check authorization/guarantee service which was owed the debt only as the result of the payee merchant assigning the debt already in default pursuant to a contract for check authorization/warranty services.n100
[i] The Enforcer of a Security Interest in an Account Used as Collateral for a Commercial Loan Is Specifically Excluded
 
Retailers and lenders sometimes use consumer accounts receivable as collateral for their own commercial financing. Upon default by the retailer or lender, the secured party may collect the payments due on the retailer's or lender's consumer accounts receivable. In such situations, the secured party may not be considered a debt collector by virtue of this section.n101
[j] Check Collection Companies Disguised as District Attorneys
 
In 2006 Congress amended the FDCPA, legalizing in some circumstances district attorneys' profitable contracts with check collection agencies that operate invisibly in the name of the local district attorney.n102 So-called check diversion collection agencies, such as American Corrective Counseling Services,n103 are a new type of collection firm that collect dishonored checks for merchants in the name of the local district attorney by scaring consumers with the threat of criminal prosecution and jail time. This method of operation violates the FDCPAn104 unless the company is operating within the terms of the 2006 amendment. Typically these firms tell consumers that they can avoid prosecution if the consumers pay them very high fees to enroll in a financial responsibility class. The fees may exceed a small check by more than $150.
 
This shady business is likely to move into more neighborhoods, subjecting financially strapped families to threats of criminal prosecution and jail plus an additional very high collection fee if they cannot cover promptly a dishonored check.
 
The FDCPA exemption for check collections would not apply unless:
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 The district attorney's office establishes the collection program and supervises and controls the check collection agency;
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 The collection agency complies with the state penal laws and its contract with the district attorney;
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 The collection agency does not exercise prosecutorial discretion;
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 The district attorney determines that probable cause exists for a bad check prosecution;
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 The check writer has failed to pay the check after demand for payment of the amount of the check;
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 The district attorney makes a second determination of probable cause if the consumer disputes liability for the check based on identity theft, forgery or fraud;
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 The collection agency does not impose fees greater than authorized by the district attorney.

 
Furthermore, the exemption would not apply to checks where:
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 The check was postdated in connection with a payday or similar loan;
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 There was a stop payment order issued in good faith and with reasonable cause;
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 The check was dishonored because of an adjustment by the bank of the account on which it was drawn without notice to the issuer of the check;
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 The check was for partial payment of a preexisting debt where partial payment had been accepted;
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 The check writer was incompetent or not of legal age; or
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 The check was to pay for an illegal transaction.

 
Where the check collection company falls outside the exemption, they will be subject to the FDCPA and are likely to be in violation because of the way they operate in the name of the district attorney and often charge fees in excess of those permitted by state law. Some consumers have pursued a civil rights claim in cases involving these companies.n105
[4] Transactions Covered by the Act
[a] The Act Covers Only Debts Allegedly Owed by a Natural Person
 
Artificial entities, such as corporations, cannot be consumers.n106 The Act does not limit its protections to residents or citizens of the United States.
[b] Consumer Debts, Not Commercial, Are Covered
 
This definitionn107 limits the Act to coverage of the collection of consumer debts--those for personal, family, or household purposes; commercial debts are not within the definition.n108 The term "debt" includes consumer installment credit, such as small loans and retail installment sales, and other types of credit. The use of the loan proceeds is determinative of whether the loan is a "debt" within the coverage of the Act.n109 If the purpose for which the goods or services were acquired changes, the original purpose is determinative.n110 A court found that the FDCPA did not apply where an employee had received benefits under an employee benefit plan that may give rise to a reimbursement obligation but did not respond to the plan's inquiries about reimbursement, so that the insurer was forced to sue.n111
[i] A Broad Range of Consumer Debts Are Covered
 
The decisions generally construe the term broadly enough to include dishonored checks,n112 rent,n113 medical bills,n114 utility bills,n115 insurance bills and claims,n116 student loans,n117 campground memberships,n118 credit cards,n119 condominium fees,n120 and judgments. The weight of authority excludes the following transactions from the term "debt": taxes; child support; shoplifting civil claims; fines; car accidents; and torts.n121
 
The term "primarily for personal, family, or household use" was borrowed from the Truth in Lending Act ("TILA").n122 It was intended to exclude transactions primarily for business purposes.n123
[ii] Coverage of Noncontractual Obligations Questioned
 
It seems reasonable to construe the term "debt" to include tax and other noncontractual obligations (such as tort claims) that are incurred by individuals and not in connection with conducting business. Some courts, however, have taken a different view, finding for example that tax assessments were not covered "debts,"n124 that child support payments assigned to the state were not "debts,"n125 and that a bank's efforts to recover an over-credited deposit amount is not a "debt."n126 A federal law passed in 2004 applies FDCPA protections to collection agencies collecting federal tax debts for the IRS.n127 On the other hand, the Seventh Circuit has interpreted the statute broadly, noting that there is no exception in the FDCPA even for consumers who may have fraudulently written a bad check, and it would not create one.n128
 
Given the possibilities for broad or narrow construction of the word "transaction," and, hence, the term "debt," the proper question is what best serves the congressional purpose for the FDCPA. It is clear that the primary function of the term "debt" was to exclude business transactions. The purposes of the FDCPA are remedial: to eliminate collection abuses, redress injuries inadequately protected by prior law, and encourage fair debt collection methods.n129
[5] FDCPA Protection of Persons Other Than Consumers
 
The FDCPA protects consumers--persons obligated or allegedly obligated to pay any debt--from violations of the Act. In addition, the private remedies provided by the Act are available to "any person."n130 Many of the protections afforded to "any person" are not limited by the terms "consumer" and "debt,"n131 but apply to employers, creditors, relatives, friends, and neighbors affected by violations connected with consumer transactions. Including nonconsumers within the coverage of the FDCPA furthers its purpose of eliminating abusive debt collection practices.n132
 
Actual damages are not required for standing under the FDCPA as the attempt to recover unlawful fees was made actionable by Congress without a requirement of actual damages to recover statutory damages.n133 The FDCPA applies whether or not the plaintiff owes the subject debt or any other debt or obligation.n134 The focus of the FDCPA is on the conduct of the debt collector, not on the conduct of the consumer.n135
[6] Collection Activities Covered by the FDCPA
 
The FDCPA was broadly written to cover all direct or indirect actions and attempts to collect consumer debt.n136 For example, the debt collector may be held liable for statements made to the consumer's attorney.n137 Sending false information about a delinquent payment to a credit reporting agency is debt collection conduct.n138 The FDCPA may apply to a debt collector's response to a consumer's inquiry.n139 Activities of a debt collector that are totally unrelated to collecting debts are not covered by the FDCPA.
[a] "Communications" Covered by the FDCPA
 
The term "communication" means the conveying of information regarding a debt directly or indirectly to any person through any medium.n140
 
A broader interpretation of the term "communication" is required to give all provisions of the FDCPA effect. As long as the collector is directly or indirectly attempting to collect a debt, any interchange of information to accomplish the collection of that debt must be construed as a "communication." No other construction is consistent with the purposes of the other provisions of FDCPA. The FTC advises that a summons and complaint that refer to the debt is a communication covered by the Act.n141 However, there is a recent split of appellate decisions on this issue, neither of which cited the current FTC position.n142
[b] Litigation Activities Covered by the FDCPA
 
Litigation activities by debt collectors are covered by the FDCPA.n143 A split on this issue by the Seventh and Eleventh Circuits may create some uncertainty. The Seventh Circuit in Thomas v. Law Firm of Simpson & Cybak n144 held that the 15 U.S.C. § 1692g(a) obligation to send the consumer a validation notice was triggered by the collection lawyer filing a summons and complaint against the consumer when the summons and complaint was the initial communication with the consumer. The split 6-4 decision disagrees with the Eleventh Circuit's contrary decision in Vega v. McKay.n145
 
The FDCPA provides consumers with an informal way to dispute a debt or find out who the original creditor was. The FDCPA debt validation provision requires the debt collector to give the consumer notice of this right in the "initial communication" or separately within five days of that communication. The collection firm argued that the broad definition of the term "communication" in the FDCPA should be narrowly construed to not include a summons and complaint. The Seventh Circuit followed the plain language of the FDCPA and kept an enormous loophole from developing in that Circuit. While there is some disagreement, a violation of the FDCPA may occur in a letter to the attorney representing a consumer.n146
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